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Animal Puzzles for the Scroll Saw - 2nd Edition is a newly expanded version of the wildly popular

pattern book that scroll saw artists have come to love! With over 50 patterns for upright standing

and interlocking puzzles, woodworkers will have plenty of charming puzzles to sell at craft shows or

to give to loved ones as special gifts. And with a handy getting started section that includes

information to ensure success, new scrollers will learn how to choose wood, blades, to transfer

patterns and more. Experienced scrollers will find useful information to customize patterns and to

create their own patterns from personal photographs. New realistic patterns include a playful scene

of 4 cats, a smart beagle, a lovely cairn terrier, a soulful American cocker spaniel, a fun rough collie,

an alligator, adorable panda bear, Frisian pony, caribou, sly red fox, bison and others - each with full

color photographs of the finished puzzles.
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I have really enjoyed doing the projects out of this book. Most if not all of the designs make excellent

gifts. One other thing I have found about this person's designs vs. others is that they don't seem to

go out of style as a toy. Some other scrolling designs for children's puzzels seem to either be kind of

old or the toy becomes forgotten. These designs and puzzels seem to make wonderful gifts (which I

have done) that can last for years. I also recommend following the authors use of different woods for

different designs. I made the polar bear out of aspen as the book suggested and it really did fit well



with a white bear. I have not attempted to finish it for fear of a color change due to a finish. I now

also use Tung Oil to finish ALL of my scrolling projects as the author. It really does bring out the

color of the wood. Great book, can't say enough about it.

There are some pretty great puzzle patterns in this book. The only problem was that it was difficult

to make copies while the pages were in the book. I had to cut the pages out to get them flat on the

glass of the copy machine. I cut the left edge of the book on my scroll saw to free up all the pages

from the binding. I then put the pattern pages inside sheet protectors to go inside a 3 ring binder.

I originally bought tho book for my daughter and husband, because they are interested in

woodworking. Since receiving it, I have become excited about making these beautiful puzzles! I

would definitely buy it again if it were lost or destroyed. ðŸ˜ƒ

Initially I had some reservations about this book not knowing for sure the approach the book will

take. However,after having purchased this book I have made puzzles that have amazed my friends

and me as well.For all those persons who are interested in Scroll sawing this book is a MUST.Peter

Richards from Trinidad and Tobago.

This book was one of the first resources that I purchased when I bought my scroll saw. I was thrilled

to discover that I was able to produce beautiful projects right off the bat that looked professional. I

love the wide variety of patterns and the way in which various woods have been used to offer

definition and character to the animals. This is a must-have title for any scroll saw library.

Very clever designs and the level of difficulty to build ranges from simple to medium complexity. The

Panda turned out to be really cute. I stained the Labrador Retriever black; he looks just like my lab.

The puzzle pieces were a bit loose fitting after cutting with the scroll saw, so I made small stands for

them by routing 3/4" wide 3/16" deep slots in 3/4" by 2" wide stock, just long enough to hold and

stabilize the base bases of each puzzle. This also made them easy to move, without falling apart.

I find the puzzles in this book are really beautiful and easy to make. I would buy this book again if I

lost this one. If you sell your projects this would be a book to get.

Fun book. I bought it primarily for the puzzle on the cover but love many of the others as well. I did



get the latest edition because the book was updated from earlier editions and includes some

additional plans.
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